Labor Rights and Nationalism: The Case of Taiwan
by Linda Gail Arrigo and Jason Chin-Hsin Liu
Nation and Left in the
New World Order
or those of us on the left of the Taiwan
Independence Movement, those who still
believe that our time will come, it is an acute
embarrassment that Senator Jesse Hehns now
speaks up for the self-detennination of Taiwan.
Of course his support is for the new KMT
[Kuomintang] with a Taiwanese face, who are
nevertheless heirs to his old pals of the World
Anti-Communist League of the "Republic of
China" And the KMT, still in power, now
represents the Taiwanese capitalists, who have
eased aside the stiff old militarists; democracy
is a wonderful thing.
What is even more embarrassing is that many
of the Taiwanese-American community, in the
past a crucial support for the democratic movement in Taiwan and for Taiwanese nationalism,
have paid court to Jesse Helms, now head of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee, forgetting that sixteen years ago he called those who
spoke up for the imprisoned democratic movement leaders "tenorists." They alsodon'tknow
that Helms lauded RENAMO, the bloody henchmen of white South Africa's attacks on Mozambique, as "freedom fighters." TaiwaneseAmericans also cultivate Representative (now
Senator-elect) Torricelli, Democrat from New
Jersey, who has sponsored bills supporting Taiwan's international position; they ignore that he
was one of the initiators of the jingoistic move
to punish companies doing business with Cuba,
now the Helms-Burton Bill.
With Such embarrassments, it is difficult to
know what to say to enthusiasts of national
liberation movements, still living the Cold War
bifurcations, who are convinced that the Taiwan
Independence Movement must be a plot of the
CIA to keep a piece of China's territory in the
grip ofAmerican imperialism. We can tell them,
and they may be surprised to tardily fmd out,
that the Chinese Communist government
dropped support of national liberation movements in Asia in the early 1970s and reverted to
its own nationalistic jingoism. Even at that, we
are still embarrassed that the Taiwan Independence Movement, insular like the island of
Taiwan, is closed in upon its own problems and
seeks international recognition while offering
little solidarity to others.
Those of us who lived under the shadow of
the Taiwan Garrison Command in the 1970s,
who knew of the secret torturers in the Department of Investigation, who realized that the
murders of Lin Yi-Hsiung's mother and twin
little girls on February 28, 1980, could have
been perpetmted by no other than the security
agencies themselves, who understood U.S.
complicity with the Chiang regime - we did
not fully anticipate the softening of the dictator-
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ship beginning in the late 1980s, the deft moves tics, the program and goals of the TLF are not
of the regime to coopt the liberal opposition, and limited to those of the DPP. A brief historical
the fading away of groups that had earlier an- review will explain the present situation ofTainounced a Taiwanese people's national libera- wanandoftheTLF in Taiwan.
tion movement This is the New World Order
we live in.
Historical Background:
The following discussion deals with a case Repression and Ethnic Divisions
that is rather distant from the better-known na- It is nearly a universality that social conflicts are
tional liberation movements of the 1970s, but hung on and become identified with racial, ethnic,
one which has in the past nevertheless been language, and/or religious differences. Such
influenced in ideological direction by interna- identity is all the more profound when etlmic
tional debates. The topic is the relationship be- groups occupy different positions of class and
tween nationalism and activism on the left. It power. While it is not proposed that cultural
will explain why, in both subjective and objec- differences per se are the source of conflict, it
tive conditions, Taiwanese nationalism and not is relevant to include in this historical review
Chinese nationalism is the logical and correct some description of etlmic differentiation in
position for those who seek a just society and Taiwan and its political significance today.
the general welfare of the populace - despite
Taiwan is a large island, about 240 miles
the embarrassments that must be acknowledged.
long, a hundred miles off the south coast of
The perspective of this article is in general China across the wind-swept Taiwan Straits. It
thatoftheleftwingoftheTaiwanlndependence is mountainous except for the fertile alluvial
Movement, a perspective that incorporates po- western coast The island was populated from
sitions on social issues and on nationalism. the 17th century on by migrants from south
Specifically this article will quote the published China, who overran and largely assimilated the
statements of the Taiwan Labour Front (TLF), indigenous tribal Austronesian peoples. The
an organization that has grown from providing migrants included two cultural groups from
legal services to labor beginning in 1984 (hav- south China coastal areas, the Hokkien (from
ing handled nearly 1,000 cases of labor dis- . south Fukien) and the less-numerous Hakka
putes) into a broad-based organization training (closer to Cantonese in language), peoples who
activists and helping independent labor unions. also spread to the Philippines and elsewhere in
The TLF is a major, though not the only, center Southeast Asia through the early 20th century.
oflabor activism in Taiwan. Although many of Their languages are markedly different from
the members of the Taiwan Labour Front are each other and from the Mandarin Chinese of
aligned with the Democratic Progressive Party north China, not mutually comprehensible,
(the major opposition party) in electoral poli- though they shared the written Chinese charac-
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It is not surprising that native Taiwanese, 85 a crescendo of protests and social movement
ters that were used tmditionally all the way from
Vietnam to Japan. The peoples who have lived percent of the population, perceived that Japa- activities that were championed by the opposiin Taiwan for several generations are what have nese colonialism had been replaced by a more tion party- farmers' movements, labor strikes,
been referred to as "native Taiwanese" in Eng- vicious and arbitrary Chinese colonialism. Na- protests against industrial pollution, associative Taiwanese language and culture remained tions of former political prisoners.
lish writings.
A parallel adjuslment to realities tardily evolved
Taiwan, a loosely administered frontier area strong among the farmers, iruuket hawkers, and
illlder the Qing Dynasty, was ceded by China to manual workers, as well as in south Taiwan, within the ruling Kuomintang. In summary, the
Japan in 1895 Wlder a war settlement Japan away from the seat of power in the capital, and ruling Kuomintang both coopted and was taken
suppressed the locally proclaimed Republic of thus took on an identification with the wodting over by the rising Taiwanese bourgeoisie, a
Taiwan, which tried to resist the settlement, and class. A popular joke was that Taiwanese would development similar to that described by Nigel
proceeded to brutally pacify the indigenous be better off if the nuclear bomb had been Harris for South Korea and South Africa?
people in the interior. Gradually it developed dropped on Taiwan and Chiang Kai-Shek had
A native-born technocrat vice president, Lee
Taiwan into a profitable colony producing rice, been dropped on Japan.
Teng-Hui, succeeded Chiang Ching-Kuo in
sugar, and camphor for Japan. The development
1989. Lee was rumored to have spoken in favor
of infrastructure and governance was much Historical Background:
ofTaiwan independence during his Ph.D. studmore intensive than Wlder Western colonialism Cold War and Cooptation
ies at Cornell, and this placated much native
in Southeast Asia: a ratio of nearly halfa million Although native Taiwanese suffered severely Taiwanese sentiment, even though Lee publicly
resident Japanese to 5 million Taiwanese; ex- Wlder an American-sponsored dictatorship, asserts an abstract Chinese nationalism. After
haustive population and police registers; rail- they did not develop an anti-American or anti- the military-man-turned-premier, General Hau
roads and telegraph; universal primary imperialist consciousness. American advisers Po-TSWl, was purged from Lee's administration
education and disease control. 1
designed a land reform program that gave Tai- in 1992, theremnantsoftheChinesemainlander
Japan's domination ended in late 1945, and wanese tenant farmers title to their land, even military and their technocrat second generation
as a result of wartime agreements among the while it disinherited the native gentry - poten- formed the "New Party," which continues to
victorious Allies, carpetbagger representatives tial opposition to the Chiang regime - and promote Chinese nationalism in general terms.
of the Nationalist regime of Chiang Kai-Shek directed rice payments to the government to More recently Lee has been quoted by a Japawere ensconced in Taiwan with American assis- feed its bloated bureaucracy and military min- nese magazine as calling the KMf a "foreignorigin regime" (wai-lai cheng-chuan), a
tance. They took over the towering red brick ions.
building built by the Japanese colonial governLater Taiwan served as a backup base, sup- favorite phrase of Taiwan independence advoment in central Taipei; it is still the presidential ply, and intelligence station for the American cates, and has allowed investigation ofthe 2-2-8
palace in today 's Taiwan. The ensuing pillage military mired in the escalating Vietnam war, massacres and }X"Omised a token compensation
of the economy aroused native Taiwanese out- but the censored newspapers allowed the popu- to relatives of those killed.
Lee's nods to the past, an implicit apology,
rage. Suppression of the uprising of February lace little Wlderstanding of the international
28, 1947 - emblazoned as "2-2-8" in the situation. The export-led industrialization of the have stolen the DPP's thWlder to a considerable
collective memory ofTaiwanese nationalists- 1970s, which the U.S. pushed to showcase its .degree. The DPP, for its part, has rapidly bekilled perhaps 20,000, particularly ~eting capitalist success on the frontline of the Cold came entwined in the piddling parliamentarian
doctors and the few other educated elites. The War, brought a measure of}X"osperity, with ris- practices and big-money dependency of bournative Taiwanese language was forcibly re- ing wages and educational standards. President geois democracy, and its previous base in social
placed by the official Mandarin Chinese in all Chiang Ching-Kuo, successor to his father, be- movements has shriveled. It has been gradually
educational and public institutions; the "main- gan to incorporate native Taiwanese industrial- blWlted as any real challenge to the Taiwaneselanders" obliterated the Taiwanese cultural ists within the power structure. Political ten- ified KMI, either in political ideology or in
heritage as much as possible, rather than pre- sions subsided somewhat, and Taiwanese and class position. 4 Still, given its greater responserving it as a genuine link to China
mainlanders formed an intermarrying middle siveness to the populace and its need to champion
Severe repression continued after Chiang's class, especially arotmd the capital city of Taipei. issues to bid for votes, it has mobilized public
One outcome of new Taiwanese economic pressure for national health insurance, indigenous
1949 retreat to Taiwan, not only against Commwtists, suspected or real, but also against any power was that a public democratic movement peoples' rights, 5 prosecution of corruption,
requests for local self-rule or genuine civil coalesced in 1979, and although it was sup- and enforcement of environmental protections.
rights. Officially "The Republic of China," or pressed at the end of that year, the demand for
Despite the de facto sovereignty of Taiwan
"Free China," in contrast to the "godless Com- liberalization and long-overdue adjustment to in territory, govenunent, economy, and defense,
munist" People's Republic of China (PRC), international realities (the People's Republic the national question has not yet been settled on
retained a rubber-stamp legislature brought had already ousted and replaced the Republic of the international stage. Likewise, it has been
along from China. Demanding democracy China in the United Nations in 1971) fmally resolved neither in Taiwan's Constitution
within Taiwan was equated with seditious ad- resulted in several breakthroughs. The demo- (which still claims Mongolia as part of theRe. vocacy of "Taiwan Independence" and pWl- cratic movement was reborn in the form of the public of China!) nor in the government strucished with decades of imprisonment. Democratic Progressive Party in September ture (a redundant administrative level for
Questioning the national purpose of "recovery 1986, despite threats of arrest; later, in 1991, it Taiwan Province). Although sentiment and beof the mainland" was anathema. Martial law, at adopted a platform advocating formal indepen- havior has evolved rapidly in the last four years,
four decades the longest-running in world his- dence as the Republic of Taiwan. The formal during which the people ofTaiwan have finally
tory, was not repealed Wltil 1987.
end of martial law in 1987 opened the way for been allowed to elect their own representatives
1. An article by Bruce Cumings, "The Origins and Development of the Northeast Asian Political Economy: Industrial Sectors, Product Cycles, and Political
Consequences," International Organization, 1984, Vol. 38, pp. 1-40, has ably described how Japanese colonialism provided the infrastructUre for the postwar
development of Taiwan and South Korea.
2. The authoritative account is George Kerr's Formosa Betrayed, Boston: Houghton-Miftlin, 1965.
3. Nigel Harris, "New Bourgeoisies?" Journal ofDevelopment Studies, Vol. 24, 1988, pp. 237-49.
4. See Linda Gail Arrigo, "From Democratic Movement to Bourgeois Democracy: The Taiwan Democratic Progressive Party in 1991," pp. 145-180, in The Other
Taiwan: 1945 to the Present, ed. Murray Rubinstein, Annonk, NY: M.E. Sharpe, 1994.
S. Emphasizing the indigenous Austronesian blood mix of Taiwanese people provides a differentiation from the Chinese race that is significant to young Taiwanese
activists. United Nations agencies' concern with indigenous peoples also provides an international link for Taiwan.
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and president (albeit with massive and habitual
vote-buying, as well as government dominance
in media), a veneer of Chinese nationalism is
the continuing legacy of the long dictatorship of
the Chiangs. Even for the New Party, which
explicitly espouses Chinese nationalism, however, this does not mean submitting to governance from Beijing. Internal democracy could
probably gradually resolve the question of national identity within Taiwan, but the issue is
increasingly the threat from the People's Republic of China.

Chinese Claims and
Taiwanese Disagreements
China chose the occasion of the first presidential elections in Taiwan's history to make an
explicit threat against Taiwan, shooting "test"
missiles ovec the island in March 1996, while
accusing incumbent President Lee Teng-Hui of
promoting Taiwan independence. China's animosity to Lee pechaps partly explains his unexpectedly good showing in the election, snaring
a large portion of the usual30-35% DPP vote:
Lee Teng-Hui (KMf) 54%, Peng Min-Ming
(DPP) 21%, Lin Yang-Kangl Hau Po-Tsun
ticket {supported by New Party) 15%.
China's argwnent for its rights over Taiwan
has been that Taiwan is an inalienable part of
China that has been temporarily occupied by
stooges of Amecican imperialism, and that except for American imperialism its territory
would be recovered It is true that without U.S.
protection Taiwan might have been subdued.
China's historical argunient for its claim is parallel to that for Tibet Taiwan was part of the
Manchu empire (Qing Dynasty, 1643-1911)
prior to the Nationalist revolution of Sun VatSen. The claim could be strongec for Taiwan
than for Tibet in that Taiwan's language and
culture are variations of Chinese; but the same
could be said for Singapore. Thece is documentaryevidencethattheChineseCommunistParty
did not consider Taiwan within China's territory
until Chiang established his refugee Republic of
China there. Mao's Yenan-period statement to
Edgar Snow (quoted in Red Star Over China,
p. 97) that both Korea and Taiwan 'should be
independent from Japanese imperialism, with
no mention of Chinese claims, is an embarrassment that has since been renounced by Beijing.

Japanese colonial period leaders of fanners'
and workers' movements and underground parties, notably Hsieh Hsueh-Hong, heroine of the
Taiwan Communist Party, had fled to the CCP
before 1945 or after 2-2-8; but they were pwged
in the 1950s. China's leaders continued to see
Taiwan and its population only in terms of an
uncompleted Chinese civil war, and to seek
negotiation only with the Kuomintang, where
they call upon old ties ofblood, native place, or
common schooling. Some left-leaning Taiwanese who went to Beijing at considerable risk in
the 1970s tried to persuade China to stand on
the side of the Taiwanese working class and
democratic movemet, to no avail. In 1983 People's Congress chairman Li Xian-Nian stated
during a trip to Bunna that the Kuomintang
regime could retain its economic system, military, and political .police systems if only it recognized Beijing as the central authority. 6
The previously pro-PRC Taiwanese dissidents, in particular, felt betrayed. Those ovecseas }X"Otested by boycotting a later Taiwancompatriots symposium in Beijing. 7
By the late 1980s members of the Taiwan
Compatriots Friendship Association, China's
semi-otflcial organization for welcoming and
cultivating Taiwanese visitors, privately recognized that Taiwanese did not want to "return to
the embrace of the motherland"; but this did not
affect official Chinese policy. Even the few
Taiwanese tokens in the PRC's People's Congress -Huang Hsun-Hsing and Chang ChunNan, genuine participants in the 1979 Taiwan
democratic movement -have sought to return
to Taiwan since the Beijing events of 1989.
That Taiwan is part of China and should be
recovered even by force is generally accepted
by the populace of China, a matter of national
pride. But as in its 1978-79 border war with
Vietnam, China is making nationalistic claims
about "sacred tecritory," devoid of socialist
ideals or internationalism.
From the point of view of the Taiwan Independence Movement, China's claim to Taiwan
is a figment of the past civil war between the
Chinese Communists and the Chinese Nationalists, a war in which Taiwanese never participated. While recognizing a broad Chinese
cultural heritage, both from the south Chinese
ancestors and from assimilation to elite Mandarin culture foisted upon them by KMf educa-

tion, young Taiwanese nationalists assert their
right to political self-determination and cultural
self-(;reation, a natural tendency after nearly a
century of separate development
Through the 1980s, Taiwanese, like South
Koreans, have enjoyed rapidly accumulating
wealth and consumer luxuries, particularly
since the 1982 devaluation of the U.S. dollar
relative to the New Taiwan dollar. They have
little reason now to resent Amecican hegemony,
and in fact feel a new confidence and even
superiority over the economically weakening
Americans. The status quo seems to promise
continued economic and political advance;
there is no apparent reason to rock the boat The
ruling party, no longer claiming that it will
"retake the mainland" and defeat the Communist usurpers, only weakly argues that declaring
Taiwan independence would be a dangerous
provocation of the People's Republic of China.
Independence is asserted de facto, as can be
seen in the moniker now used in governmentprinted tourist posters and advertisements: "Republic of China on" (above in small print)
"TAIWAN" (below in very large print).
Although Taiwanese have developed a brisk
trade with China and are major investors, moving their labor-intensive processes, especially
shoe production, from Taiwan to China in the
last few years, several developments and incidents have congealed popular resentment
against China. Since the mid-1980s, when
travel to China was no longer proscribed in
Taiwan, even "mainlanders" from Taiwan have
found themselves condescendingly labeled in
China as "Taiwan compatriots," and subjected
to avaricious demands from dubious relatives.
Most have returned to Taiwan with a new practical acceptance of Taiwanese identity, though
passive rather than active. 8 A particularly
ghastly incident in Taiwan-to-China travel occurred in spring 1994 when twenty-four Taiwanese tourists were murdered, possibly
burned alive, while on a cruise boat in a large
lake in central China known as Thousand-Island
Lake; renegade PLA military may have been the
brigands. Grieving relatives charged that Chinese authorities destroyed the evidence with
immediate cremation.
Finally, in the last few years more than ever
before, China has continually sought to isolate
Taiwan from international forums, insisting that

6. This position was fll'llt .niculated in the fall of 1981 by a high official of the People's Congress, Ye Jian-Ying, who listed nine conditions for settlement with the
Taiw111 authorities.
7. In the 197011 some native Taiwanese intellectuals and activists had been inspired by the ideals of China's Cultural Revolution, which they learned of mostly by way
of the U.S. anti- Vietnam War fennent. Among those explicitly pro-PRC were the noted writer Chen Ying-Chen, who served ten years in jail for reading communistic
literature; Chen Yu-Hsi, who was kidnapped from Japan by KMT age~ and jailed for four years after he participated in anti-war demonstrations as a grad student at
the University of Hawaii; and Lin Hsiao-Hsin, founder of the Organization for Support of the Democratic Movement in Taiwan in Chicago in 1978. The pro-China
Taiwanese were thole that were most bitterly disappointed by China's stance on Taiwan.
But few of the progressive intellectuals began with diehard positions on nationalism. Ironically, an underground network. founded in December 1971 among
progressive Taiwanese students in the U.S., Taiwan People's Socialist Alliance, originally did not argue over nationalism. But in 1974 it split on the issue. Its offshoots
were later known as Taiwan Era (Taiwan Shih-Dai), a serious revolutionary organization that advocated radical Taiwanese nationalism while excoriating right-wing
11 emigre groups; and Taiwan Thought Currents (Taiwan Sze-Chao), a more academic group, implicitly upholding Chinese nationalism while deriding the Taiwan
democratic movement as a tool of Taiwanese capitalists. Members of both groups have since retumed to Taiwan and become active in promoting labor rights,
envirorunental protection, 111d other progressive social causes.
8. There has been, however, one political organization formed among second-generation mainlanders explicitly to support Taiwan Independence. The organization is
headed by an elderly mainlander professor of maritine navigation, Professor Liao Chung-Shan. But actively pro-Taiwanese independence mainlanders are the minority.
According to recent polls, more mainlanders support the New Party than the DPP and the KMT together.
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Beijing has complete jurisdiction and Taipei has
no say, whereas-China could conceivably accept
Taiwan authorities as provincial representatives
and seek conciliatory relations. China has even
thought to pressure international organizations
to refuse the credentials of reporters from Taiwan covering the events. Tiris has led to a sense
of beleaguerment that is shared by both mainlander and native Taiwanese. Re-entering the
United Nations is a hope common to all.

The Condition of the Taiwanese
Working Class
The above has delineated the national and international political environment in which progressive activists seek to advance the rights of
the working people of Taiwan. Let us further
describe the economic condition ofthe working
class. Over the last two decades industrial labor
has achieved fairly full employment and a
gradually rising standard of living as a result of
the expanding export economy. However,
working and living conditions are far below
those of the developed coootries, and below
apparent cash_ income, despite per capita GNP
exceeding $10,000. Since the late 1980s, when
labor Wlions independent of government control finally emerged, there have been nwnerous
struggles over labor laws and their enforcement
Employers violate promises of severance and
retirement pay with impWlity. The preponderance of small Taiwanese manufacturers means
that most go Wlregulated and that their workers
have little recourse against shifting company
fronts. Especially in these small front-room factories the work hours may be drawn out to 60
hours per week. Health and safety conditions
are often appalling, e.g. protective railings removed from plastic injection machines to spee4
work, and electroplating carried out in open vats.9
In response to rising wages, Taiwanese capitalists have progressively shifted labor-intensive
manufacturing to China, Southeast Asia, and
even South Africa In the last decade many
factories have simply closed down with little or
no compensation to the workers; meanwhile the
owners reap windfall profits on land originally
purchased from the government on concessionary terms for industrial development. Taiwan's
occupational structure has shifted perceptibly
from industrial to service sector, which still
however calls for cheap labor for restaurants,
hotels, janitor service, etc. In the last eight years
· increasing nwnbers of " guest workers" from
the Philippines, Thailand, Pakistan, and Bangladesh have filled the more servile jobs, like
maid or sex industry entertainer, and the heavier

and dirtier industrial and construction jobs-at
wages 40-6()0/o of locals' wages. The number
of docwnented guest workers from these COWltries is 230,000; including illegals, the number
must exceed 300,000.10 It is even harder to
estimate the nwnbers that have been smuggled
into Taiwan from south coastal China. The Chinese "wetbacks" have an easier time linguistically blending into Taiwan's dense population,
but their g8Wlt forms and Chinese-made clothing
still distinguish them when seen on road crews.
The conditions of the working .class cannot
be analyzed separately from overall political
and social conditions. On the larger scale of
social impact, working-class neighborhoods
bear the brWlt of severe environmental degradation, and are the first to be dispossessed under
eminent domain for grandiose government development plans.11 The accelerating privatization of the huge government corporations
serves to move large assets into private hands
just as democratization would allow improved
public stewardship; it also serves to break the
biggest Wlions that have been just about ready
to buck KMf control. Part of the argwnent of
those who are not satisfied with the status quo
is that it is necessary to uproot the whole KMT
by means of a class struggle ooder Taiwanese
nationalism in order to really transform the
power relationships of the society.

The Debate on Nationalism
among Labor Activists
Among labor activists in Taiwan there have
been basically two positions on the issue of
nationalism. One position is that nationalism is
inherently a rightwing, reactionary
sentiment, and that
labor activists need
not take a stand on
the issue; labor activists should stick to
the issues of direct
benefit to labor,
which includes,
however, participation in labor-related
policy making in the
legislature. This position was articulated in
1995 by Cheng
Tsun-Chi and He
Fang of the Federation of Independent
Unions (FIU).

Tiris position has in the past been consistent
both with avoidance of political/ideological
conflict with the ruling Kuomintang -as seen
in the compromising mentality of the Labor
Party (Goog Dang, foooded 1988 and split in
1989, soon defooct) -and with pro-PRC nationalism, as seen in the Workers Party (Lao
Dung Dang, foooded 1989 with a declaration
advocating cooperation with the national bourgeoisie) and its related organizations of proPRC intellectuals. Why these two parties
actively advocating labor rights never got a
candidate elected or took more than 2% of the
popular vote is debatable - it may be due to
their8ro-labor position or their pro-China position. But the combination of the two is probably most lethal, in our interpretation: the
working class supports Taiwan nationalism,
whether explicit in the DPP or latent in the new
Taiwanese KMr.
The other position on nationalism, which is
the position of the Taiwan Labour Front (TLF),
is that the working class has a definite and
unavoidable interest in the resolution of the
national question, and that the establishment of
an independent Republic of Taiwan is to the
benefit of the working class, even if that establishment initially merely insures continuation of
the civil liberties that have been achieved so far
through the struggles of the democratic movement. Moreover, the class question in Taiwan
cannot move to the forefront ootil the resolution
of the national question; therefore the Taiwan
Labour Front remains Wlder the wnbrella of
Taiwan Independence organizations, including
the Democratic Progressive Party, which allots

9. A case investigated by Jason Liu in Aprill996 involved an alanning number of nasal cancer cases among employees ofthe government-owned telegraph company
who were working near large backup battery repositories. Thirteen have been diagnosed, of whom five have died. 'Their requests for compensation for occupational
disease were denied, until Liu publicized the cases.
10. 'The best source in English on guest workers in Taiwan is the Newsumer ofthe Grassroots Women Workers Centre, 4th Floor, No. 208, Chien Kang Road, 10577
Taipei, Taiwan. Tel/Fax: (886-2) 762-1006. 'The director, Yvonne Mei-Jung Lin, is very good at briefing foreign visitors.
11. See Linda Gail Arrigo, "'The Environmental Nightmare ofthe Economic Miracle: Land Abuse and Land Struggles in Taiwan," Bulletin o[ConcernedAsian Scholars,
1994, Vol. 26, No. 1- 2, pp. 21-44.
12. The Workers Party almost got one seat in the National Assembly in December 1991 when Luo Mei-Wen, a long-term labor activist, got 18,000 votes in his native
Hakka area This was the last credible electoral bid by the party.
The best account in English oflabor politics and nationalism in Taiwan is to be found in a booklet by Ho Shuet Y mg, Taiwan- After a Long Silence: The Emerging
New Unions o[Taiwan, Hong Kong: Asia Monitor Research Center, 1990.
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some legislative seats for social movement representatives. The alternative, submission to the
People's Republic ofChina, would bring a huge
backward step in personal and civil liberties as
well as in economic conditions, and would not
advance ideals of social justice or socialism,
notably because the PRC itself is being rapidly
transformed into a state capitalist formation nm
by ~twned-entrepreneurs.
The clash between these two positions has
been articulated in a debate carried on in two
publications, the "Taiwan Labor Jownal" (Chinese initials, FlU) and "The Laborer" (initials,
TLF). To quote from TLF News, an Englishlanguage newsletter that prints selected translations from "The Laborer":
By the same token, FlU's refraining from taking
a position on the Taiwan Question should not be
recognized IS a third option, but rather as FlU's
volWltary swrender of their right to voice an
opinion for workers' fimn. This passive approach could only allow the ruling elites to
monopolize their decision-making power over
waged laborers' future. With the obvious disparity between e sociopolitical and economic
climate of democratic Taiwan versus that of the
communist China, it is absurd for the FlU to
pretend that the COIIBCquence of integration or
independence [from China] would not make a
difference in Taiwanese workers' political freedom and socioeconomic welfare. Since workers' participation in the debate is so crucial to
the entire working-class's future, it is simply
irresponsible for FlU to attribute the disunity in
the labor movement to certain workers' strong
sentiment in supporting the independence of
Taiwan from China. [TIF News, No. 4, January
199S, p. I, author Chou Wei-Yu)

And despite its participation in the broad
front oforganizations that support Taiwan independence, the TLF has not acquiesced in the
elitist and capitulating tendencies of the Democratic Progressive Party (DPP):
.•. By appealing to workers' discontent under
the KMT's dictatorship, the DPP has gained the
majority of working-class votes without promoting the rights and benefits of waged laborers.
. . . Whereas middle-aged and retired workers
remember the atrocities committed by the KMT,
the younger genentions of workers who have
not experienced tbe suppression are incapable
of identifYing with the persecwon which the
DPP members have experienced to create the
political party for the Taiwanese people. To win
the votes of a new generation of workers, the
DPP should have responded to the needs and
demlmds of the working class. [TLF News, No.
4, January 199S, p. 3, author S.J. Jan.)

At present political democracy in Taiwan is
only beginning to ftmetion. National identity is
still in the pucess of fOillllltion; it is being tempered and tested by the threat from China. The
TLF thinks that class issues will bethenextemt:Jg-

ing issues, and that these will lead to new alignments of political parties.13 The TLF will push
for the em12gence of a party that represents the
Taiwan working class and its national identity
in resistance to Chinese attempts at domination.

The Umits of Feasible
Political Action
It is inescapable that each national struggle proceeds under the limited consciousness of its
own experience. In past decades Taiwan was an
insular society, fwther isolated by the fortress
mentality of its rulers. Local opposition leaders
saw political issues in simplistic terms of native
Taiwanese oppressed by Chinese dictators. The
large numbers of students that began to go
abroad in the 1970s mostly studied engineering
and medicine and merely imbibed U.S. liberalism. But a younger generation of Taiwanese
intellectuals, those educated in the U.S. and
Europe since Taiwan's liberalization in the
1980s, has had the advantage of better language
training and a broader international experience,
along with conditions allowing open research
into their own society. The 1990 student movement, which forced real elections and reform,
has had a large role in this advance ofconsciousness. Some numbers of students went directly
to fanns and factories to learn from "the people." They read LukAcs andAlthusser, available
in nearly inscrutable Chinese translations; and
also the magnum opus of Shih Ming, the earliest articulator of Taiwanese national liberation,
now in his eighties. But at the same time the
"white terror" of the martial law period is past
and rapidly fading in memory; and the old
democratic movement which stood up against
prison and torture has been largely coopted
under parliamentary procedures.
Taiwan is in many ways a maturing middleclass society; there is no longer such a gap
between white and blue collar work. For the
time being it seems prosperous, but rapid and
short-sighted industrial and commercial development has left a severe blight on the land;
Taiwan has been called "the dirtiest nation in
Asia" by the Far Emtem Economic Review.
The extent of environmental and occupational
disease is only beginning to be realized Social
welfare measures such as universal health coverage and old-age income supports have been
recently achieved in legislation, but it is more
likely that in government practice they will be
subverted and the programs starved The growing polarization of wealth and the mobility of
Taiwanese capital do not bode well for hopes to
invest in Taiwan's future and in the costly rectification of past poor planning and corruption.
These are issues that call for mobilization of
both the industrial working class and the middle
class, and issues which the progressive left in

Taiwan must face. The struggle must come from
within Taiwan and from its own consciousness
and identity. In the present conjuncture it is the
working class that wants to protect the future of
the people ofTaiwan, through far-sighted policies concerning foreign investment, for example. In contrast, Taiwanese capitalists are
willing to mouth statements placating China in
order to secure Chinese markets and the use of
cheap Chinese labor.
Progressives around the world should realize
that it is not valid to approve or disapprove of a
national struggle merely in terms of big power
politics. China is not right in its claim to Taiwan
just because in the past China has faced off
against U.S. imperialism. On the contrary, as
seen in its claims to Tibet, Taiwan, and islands
near Vietnam and the Philippines in the South
China Sea, the People's Republic of China has
itself inherited the imperial pretensions and expansionism of past Chinese dynasties. Its nationalist rhetoric becomes shriller as its
internationalist and socialist ideals wear thinner.
Those living on Taiwan have the right to direct
their own future and to seek allies in their stand
against Chinese territorial claims.
[J
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13. As ofmid-1996 it appears that the DPP is splitting and a more militant party may be emerging alongside it. This is the "Nation-Building Party," advocating both
resolulc Taiwan nationalism and greater representation of social movements.
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